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Clear Bra Ohio 
200 Office Park Dr.  
Suite D 
Fairfield, OH 45416 
 
Hi Keith, 
 
I’m taking the time to write this letter because of your EXCEPTIONAL service, professionalism and skill 
on your installation of the 3M Clear Bra Pro on my Red Ferrari F430 Spider. Your work was outstanding!! 
The product is like glass, you can’t even tell what part of the car is covered!! As you know, it was the 
complete front clip. I also thank you for allowing me to participate in the install, I know I didn’t 
contribute much but I did get to see your attention to deal that other customers might not see. Plus, it 
was fun to see and learn something new and develop the appreciation for what it really takes to do a 
first class job. 
 
The second reason I’m writing this letter is as a “buyer beware”! There are other “clear bra” installers 
here in the tri-state that “claim” to be experts and have experience with high-end cars.   I actually 
believed one of them (with picture on their website) and took one of my cars there for a clear bra 
installation. An absolute disaster, that’s all I can say, DISASTER!!! After that experience I wouldn’t take a 
Yugo to them. The worst part of it was pricing wasn’t substantially different from yours. 
 
So, I lived and learned…to others don’t make the same mistake I did…Clear Bra Ohio = #1. I’m now 
bringing my Mercedes Benz 550 CKS AMG in to have it RE-DONE, the right way!!    
 
You won’t be disappointed, no matter what make of car, they are all important to us as owners, and 
when we have work done, we want it done RIGHT the FIRST time!! 
 
I was great to work with a true professional!! 
 
Best regards, 
 

Jack Kennamer 

 

Cc: Ferrari Club 

 

 
 
 
 


